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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a new statistical enhance-
ment system for throat microphone recordings through source
and filter separation. Throat microphones (TM) are skin-attached
piezoelectric sensors that can capture speech sound signals in the
form of tissue vibrations. Due to their limited bandwidth, TM
recorded speech suffers from intelligibility and naturalness. In
this paper, we investigate learning phone-dependent Gaussian
mixture model (GMM)-based statistical mappings using parallel
recordings of acoustic microphone (AM) and TM for enhance-
ment of the spectral envelope and excitation signals of the TM
speech. The proposed mappings address the phone-dependent
variability of tissue conduction with TM recordings. While the
spectral envelope mapping estimates the line spectral frequency
(LSF) representation of AM from TM recordings, the excitation
mapping is constructed based on the spectral energy difference
(SED) of AM and TM excitation signals. The excitation enhance-
ment is modeled as an estimation of the SED features from the
TM signal. The proposed enhancement system is evaluated using
both objective and subjective tests. Objective evaluations are
performed with the log-spectral distortion (LSD), the wideband
perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ) andmean-squared
error (MSE) metrics. Subjective evaluations are performed with
an A/B comparison test. Experimental results indicate that the
proposed phone-dependent mappings exhibit enhancements over
phone-independent mappings. Furthermore enhancement of the
TM excitation through statistical mappings of the SED features
introduces significant objective and subjective performance im-
provements to the enhancement of TM recordings.
Index Terms—Speech enhancement, throat microphone,
Gaussian mixture model, statistical mapping.
I. INTRODUCTION
N ON-ACOUSTIC sensor configurations have been in-creasingly studied in the recent literature for the speech
enhancement problem to deliver robust speech processing ap-
plications. Environmental conditions, such as a presence of any
background noise or wind turbulence, motivated researchers
to use mediums other than the acoustic pathway to capture
robust speech signal representations. Human tissue, infrared
ray, light wave and laser are among the non-acoustic mediums
to capture speech signals. Although sensors are developed for
these non-acoustic mediums, their applications are limited due
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to their poor signal representation capabilities and/or their un-
comfortable mounting schemes. Recently, there is an increasing
trend in research and development of wearable devices that
will also deliver ubiquitous, affordable and usable non-acoustic
sensors in the future.
State-of-the-art non-acoustic sensor technologies include
electroglottograph (EGG), glottal electromagnetic micro-power
sensor (GEMS), non-audible murmur (NAM), bone-conducting
(BCM) and throat (TM) microphones [1]–[5]. The EGG, which
is also referred as laryngograph, has been designed to measure
vibratory characteristics of the vocal folds. Weak electrical
current on movements of the vocal folds was discussed first
by Fabre [1] where he called this method as high-frequency
glottography. The EGG principally provides a waveform rep-
resentation of vocal fold dynamics and relative contact patterns
during phonation. The GEMS, which is a device developed
by Aliph Corporation, transmits low-power electro-magnetic
(EM) waves to the glottis and the reflected signal captures
tissue movements of voiced speech including opening and
closing phases of the glottis via a small antenna located on
the throat [2]. The NAM, which is developed by Nakajima
et al. [3], is a typical contact-microphone whose sensor is
based on a medical stethoscope used for monitoring internal
sounds of the human body. It is attached behind the speaker’s
ear and records quietly uttered speech that cannot be captured
acoustically through the tissue contact. The BCM captures
speech via bone and tissues near the speaker’s ear. It converts
electric signals into mechanical vibrations and captures sound
from the internal ear through the cranial bones. Its first de-
scription was depicted by Gernsback’s patent in 1923 [4]. The
TM, which has been used in military applications and radio
communication for several decades, can capture speech signals
in the form of vibrations and resonances of vocal cords through
skin-attached piezoelectric sensors. It is also used for patients
who have lost their voices due to injury or illness, or patients
who have temporary speech loss after a tracheotomy [5]. The
TM as a piezoelectric transducer can pick up a speech signal by
absorbing the vibrations generated from the speech production
system. Thus, it is robust to environmental acoustic conditions.
However, it can only capture very low basebands of speech
signals since tissue and bones act as a low-pass filter, which
greatly reduces the intelligibility of the recorded speech, due to
the limited frequency bandwidth.
We can present speech processing research through
non-acoustic sensors (NAS) in two categories. The first line
of research takes non-acoustic sensors as complementary in-
formation sources in addition to acoustic microphone (AM)
recordings. In this line of research joint processing of NAS and
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AM recordings have been studied for robust speech recognition,
speech enhancement and speech coding problems. The second
line of research investigates NAS as the primary source of
information in the absence of AM recordings, in which speech
enhancement appears as the main research problem.
Recent literature includes several interesting studies for the
first line of research on joint processing of NAS and AM record-
ings. In one of the early studies, Viswanathan et al. presented a
two sensor system involving an accelerometer mounted on the
speaker’s throat and a noise-cancelingmicrophone located close
to the lips [6]. Close-talking first- and second-order differential
microphones are designed to be placed close to the lips where
the sound field has a large spatial gradient and the frequency re-
sponse of the microphone is flat. Second-order differential mi-
crophones using a single element piezoelectric transducer have
been suggested for use in a very noisy environment of aircraft
communication systems to enhance a noisy signal for improved
speech recognition.
Graciarena et al. proposed a pioneering work that estimates
clean acoustic speech features using the probabilistic optimum
filter (POF) mapping with combined TM and AM recordings
[7]. The POF mapping is a piecewise linear transformation ap-
plied to noisy feature space to estimate the clean space [8]. It
maps the temporal sequence of noisyMel-cepstral features from
the AM and TM recordings, which results in an optimal combi-
nation of the noisy acoustic and robust throat speech.
In [9], Zheng et al. detect whether the speaker is talking
by combining the two channels from AM and BCM record-
ings, where the active speaker detection eliminates more than
90% of background speech. In the same framework, they tried
to suppress non-stationary noises in both automatic speech
recognition and enhancement tasks. They also developed a
SPLICE-based mapping scheme to estimate clean speech fea-
tures from BCM recordings in [10]. One of the problems,
associated with the bone sensor signal in noisy environments,
is teeth-clacks which are caused when the user’s upper and
lower jaws unconsciously come in contact with each other.
Subramanya et al. [11] proposed an algorithm to remove this
leakage by estimating the transfer function between the two
sensors during regions of non-speech activity. They reported
a method to extract formant information from the bone-sensor
recordings through synthesizing speech waveforms based on
the LPC cepstra. The Expectation-Maximization algorithm was
used for parameter estimation from the noisy speech in the
combination of AM and BCM recordings for robust speech
recognition in [12].
The NAMmicrophone, which captures non-audible murmur,
is mainly used for privacy purposes while communicating
with speech recognition engines. On the other hand, it can
be useful for people who have physical difficulties in speech
production [3]. Heracleous et al. [13] investigated NAM recog-
nition in noisy environments and the effect of the Lombard
reflex on speech recognition. They also proposed a method
based on multi-level Lombard hidden Markov models (HMM)
to recognize arbitrary Lombard NAM utterances. In [14], a
new hardware prototype that integrates several heterogeneous
sensors such as bone, throat and in-ear microphones into a
single headset has been presented. This prototype was used for
robust speech detection in noisy environments, especially in
non-stationary noise.
In another multi-sensory study, speech recorded from throat
and acoustic channels is processed by parallel speech recogni-
tion systems and later a decision fusion yields robust speech
recognition to background noise [15]. Adaptation methods, in-
cluding maximum likelihood linear regression, sigmoidal low-
pass filtering and linear multivariate regression, for recogni-
tion of soft whispers captured with a TM, were presented in
[16]. TM signals were used for voice activity detection (VAD)
to improve speech recognizer performance in [17]. It was re-
ported that recognition accuracies in non-stationary noise im-
prove significantly compared to when VAD is executed on a
conventional microphone signal. A framework that defines a
temporal correlation model between simultaneously recorded
TM and AM speech was developed in [18]. This framework
aims to learn joint sub-phone patterns of the TM andAM record-
ings that define temporally correlated neighborhoods through a
parallel branch hidden Markov model (HMM) structure. The
resulting temporal correlation model is employed to estimate
acoustic features, which are spectrally richer, from throat coun-
terparts through linear prediction analysis. The TM and esti-
mated AM features are then used in amulti-modal speech recog-
nition system.
Non-acoustic sensors can preserve speech attributes that are
lost in the noisy acoustic signal, such as low-energy consonant
voice bars, nasality, and glottal excitation. Quatieri et al. inves-
tigate methods of fusing non-acoustic low-frequency and pitch
content with acoustic-microphone for low-rate coding of speech
[19]. Low-rate coding paradigms involving this multi-band fu-
sion approach and speaker-dependent source characterization
that exploit non-acoustic sensor outputs under high-noise en-
vironments has been also considered by the same group in [20].
In the second line of research enhancement of NAS record-
ings has been studied. In [21], spectral and excitation features
of acoustic speech are estimated from the spectral features of
NAM. Since NAM lacks fundamental frequency information, a
mixed excitation signal is estimated based on the estimated fun-
damental frequency and aperiodicity information from NAM.
The converted speech was reported to suffer from unnatural
prosody due to the synthetic fundamental frequency genera-
tion. In another study [22], the transfer characteristics of BCM
and AM speech signals are modeled as dependent sources, and
an equalizer, which is trained using simultaneously recorded
acoustic and bone-conducted microphone speech, has been in-
vestigated to enhance bone-conducted speech. Since the transfer
function of the bone-conduction path is speaker andmicrophone
dependent, the transfer function should be individualized for ef-
fective equalization. Speaker-dependent short-term FFT based
equalization is proposed using simultaneously recordedAMand
BCM speech.
Other issues such as detection of body-internal sounds like
swallowing, chewing or whispering have also appeared and
been discussed in some research. Swallowing sound signals
are collected by TM in [23], [24] to achieve accurate methods
for monitoring ingestive behavior. Methods based on the
Mel-scale Fourier spectrum, wavelet packets, and support
vector machines (SVM) are investigated to reveal the effects
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Fig. 1. A sample of parallel AM (top) and TM (bottom) recordings and their
spectrogramswith phonetic transcription of the Turkish utterance “galiba şileri”.
of epoch size and lagging on classification accuracy. Then, it
is emphasized that their proposed methods can separate swal-
lowing sounds from artifacts that originate from respiration,
intrinsic speech, head movements, food ingestion, and ambient
noise. Monitoring the swallowing using TM can also be used to
analyze food intake behavior of individuals [25]. This kind of
research has a potential to detect and analyze obesity through
automated ingestion monitoring.
In this paper, our primary interest is the enhancement of TM
speech recordings in the absence of AM speech. Although TM
recordings are partly intelligible, the main problem arises from
listening effort. TM recordings are muffled due to the low-pass
characteristic of tissue conduction, note that this low-pass char-
acteristic is also nonlinear due to non-homogeneous tissue struc-
tures. However, TM recordings capture pitch and some partial
formant structure, and TM systems generally preferred under
high ambient noise where the conventional microphones cannot
be used. Fig. 1 shows sample waveforms and spectrograms of
simultaneously recorded AM and TM recordings. We observe
the low-pass characteristic of tissue propagation around 3 kHz
cutoff frequency. In order to understand the perceptual differ-
ence between TM and AM speech, it is necessary to understand
the vocal tract characteristics of TM recordings. Phones such as
/sh/ and /l/, which are realized over the friction of narrow-stream
turbulent air with high-frequency spectral energy components,
cannot preserve their spectral structures. On the other hand,
phones such as /gg/ and /b/, which are articulated via blocking
the airflow with tongue or lips, have similar tendency in both
AM and TM due to their limited bandwidth.
Enhancement of the TM speech is in certain aspects similar
to the bandwidth extension problem of band-limited telephony
speech. Artificial bandwidth extension (ABE) studies try to
recover the missing high-frequency components of telephony
speech [26], [27]. Hence, ABE approaches can avail valu-
able insights for the TM speech enhancement problem. One
widely used framework for the ABE problem is splitting the
telephone-band speech signal through source-filter separation.
Then the source (excitation) and the filter (spectral envelope)
of the narrow-band speech signal are extended separately and
recombined to synthesize a wideband speech signal [28]. In the
bandwidth extension framework, an extension of the excita-
tion signal has been performed by modulation, which attains
spectral continuation and a matching harmonic structure of
the baseband [26]. In a sense, this method guarantees that the
harmonics in the extended frequency band always match the
harmonic structure of the baseband. However, this is expected
to be a poor extension for the TM excitation signal since
TM recordings are captured through tissue conduction with
a nonlinear low-pass filtering. On the other hand, extension
of spectral envelope, equivalently spectral mapping, has been
studied widely for both ABE [26], [27] and speech conver-
sion [29]. Jax and Vary introduced a hidden Markov model
(HMM)-based wideband spectral envelope estimator [26].
Their HMM-based estimator can be modeled as a weighted
sum of all estimations in all states with a soft mapping, which
is defined by the emission probabilities of the narrowband
observations and the state transition probabilities. Later Yagli
et al. [27] modified this soft HMM-based mapping by decoding
an optimal Viterbi path based on the temporal contour of the
narrowband spectral envelope and then performing the min-
imum mean square error (MMSE) estimation of the wideband
spectral envelope on this path. Stylianou et al. [29] presented
one of the early works on continuous probabilistic mapping
of the spectral envelope for the voice conversion problem,
which is defined as modifying the speech signal of one speaker
(source) so that it sounds like be pronounced by a different
speaker (target). Their contribution includes the design of a new
methodology for representing the relationship between two
sets of spectral envelopes. Their proposed method is based on
the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) of source speaker spectral
envelopes. The conversion itself is represented by a continuous
parametric function which takes into account the probabilistic
classification provided by the mixture model. Later Toda et
al. [30] improved the continuous probabilistic mapping by
incorporating not only static but also dynamic feature statistics
for the estimation of a spectral parameter trajectory.
In this paper, we present a complete system for enhancement
of TM recordings through source and filter separation. In this
enhancement system we address proper mappings of both ex-
citation and spectral envelope to synthesize the perceptually
improved speech signal from TM recordings. Main contribu-
tions of the proposed enhancement system are: i) mappings of
both excitation and spectral envelope are phone-dependent to
address the phone-dependent variability of tissue conduction
with TM recordings; ii) probabilistic mapping structures and
their fusion are investigated for the excitation enhancement;
and iii) objective and subjective quality improvements are re-
ported for phone-dependent enhancement of both excitation and
spectral envelope. The proposed probabilistic mapping differs
from the state-of-the-art mapping techniques of [22], [26], [27],
[31] by addressing phone-dependent context modeling for TM
recordings. In comparison to our recent works in [32], [33], in
this paper we extensively investigate excitation enhancement
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techniques and evaluate the complete TM enhancement system
through objective and subjective metrics.
The remainder of paper is organized as follows: the proposed
TM speech enhancement system is given in Section II. Experi-
mental evaluations and results are addressed in Section III. Fi-
nally, Section IV includes the discussions and future research
directions.
II. TM ENHANCEMENT SYSTEM
A. System Overview
In this section we present the proposed enhancement system
of TM recordings through source and filter separation. In this
system, enhancement of TM recordings is formalized as proba-
bilistic mappings of spectral envelope and excitation represen-
tations to the representations of AM recordings. The enhanced
spectral envelope and excitation of TM are then used to synthe-
size perceptually improved speech signal. First, let us define the
source-filter separation through the linear prediction (LP) filter
model of time-aligned TM and AM speech as
(1)
where and are the linear prediction filters, and
and are the excitation spectra of the TM and AM
speech, respectively. In this paper we refer to elements of these
representations as column vectors and , respectively repre-
senting the TM speech representation as an observable source
and the AM speech representation as a hidden source .
A block diagram of the proposed enhancement system,
which includes learning and enhancement parts, is given in
Fig. 2. In the learning part, spectral envelope and excitation
representations from time-aligned TM and AM speech are used
to construct probabilistic mappings from the observable source
(TM speech) to the hidden source (AM speech). Then in the
enhancement part, hidden source (AM speech) representations
are estimated from the observable source (TM speech) using
the probabilistic mapping structures that are constructed in the
learning part for spectral envelope and excitation representa-
tions. The enhanced TM speech is reconstructed through LP
synthesis using the estimated hidden source representations.
B. GMM-Based Probabilistic Mapping
The Gaussian mixture model (GMM) is a classic parametric
model used in many pattern recognition techniques to represent
multivariate probability distributions. GMM states that any gen-
eral distribution of can be approximated by a sum of weighted
Gaussian distributions:
(2)
where is the multi-variate Gaussian distribution
with mean vector and covariance matrix , is the mixture
weight corresponding to the -th mixture density and satisfies
with .
In general GMM partitions the data space into clusters. In
each cluster, data is modeled with a multivariate Gaussian dis-
Fig. 2. Block diagram of the proposed enhancement system.
tribution . Then the weighted sum of the cluster
distributions forms the GMM distribution for the data space.
In GMM covariance matrices are typically assumed to be di-
agonal for modeling and computational benefits. The GMM pa-
rameters can be estimated by the expectation-maximization al-
gorithm [34]. Furthermore an initial vector quantization of the
data space through the generalized Lloyd algorithm [35] may
accelerate convergence.
In defining GMM-based probabilistic mapping we can con-
sider the observable source and the hidden source . When
we assume that and are jointly Gaussian, then the mean
square estimation of a hidden source within a single data cluster,
i.e., for an isolated Gaussian mixture, is defined as
(3)
where is the cross-covariance matrix between the observ-
able and hidden sources for the -thmixture and is the expec-
tation operator. Then the GMM-based minimum mean square
error (MMSE) estimation of the hidden source as defined in [29]
and [36] is given as
(4)
where is the -th Gaussian mixture and represents the
total number of Gaussian mixtures. The probability of the -th
Gaussian mixture given the observation is defined as, the
normalized Gaussian density function as
(5)
In [32] we investigate two level partitioning of the observable
data for the GMM distribution
(6)
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where partitions over can define phonetic clusters of the
acoustic data. Such a first level partitioning has been observed
to improve spectral envelope mapping. Given the first level
partitioning, or equivalently phonetic class, we can define a
phone-dependent MMSE estimation of the hidden source as
(7)
where is theMMSE estimate of the hidden source within
mixture for the given phone :
(8)
The total number of mixture components in the phone-in-
dependent mapping and the phone-dependent mapping
should be similar for a fair comparison. Hence we adjust
the number of mixtures for the phone-dependent mapping as
(9)
where represents the relative frequency of the phone , is
the number of mixtures for phone , and is the total number
of mixtures in the phone-independent mapping.
Note that in (7) is a soft mapping. Alternatively we
can define a hard mapping to choose the most likely MMSE
estimation among all mixtures as
(10)
where is the index of the most likely mixture
(11)
Furthermore we define a fusion mapping using the hard map-
pings, which are available for several different representations
of the observable data. Let us define different representations
of the observable data as . Then we can construct
the fusion mapping of these representations using hard map-
pings over the observable data as
(12)
C. Spectral Envelope Mapping
Spectral envelope is represented with the all-pole LP filter
as defined in (1). The line spectrum frequency (LSF) rep-
resentation of the linear prediction filter is used to model the
spectral envelope. We define frame level LSF representation
vectors and , respectively for the TM and AM sources.
Then the observable and hidden sources of the spectral envelope
can be respectively stated as
(13)
In [32] we investigate phone-dependent mappings for spectral
envelope enhancement and observed significant improvements
when the true phone-context is available to the spectral map-
ping. Hence we consider the phone-independent and phone-de-
pendent mappings for enhancement of the spectral envelope.
The estimated spectral envelope filter for the phone-indepen-
dent mapping can be denoted as
(14)
where is the phone-independent mapping as defined
in (4). Similarly, the estimated spectral envelope filter for the
phone-dependent mapping in (7) is denoted as
(15)
where represents the likely phone context, which is decoded
by an HMM-based phoneme recognition system over the ob-
servable TM source. We also consider the true phone context,
, which is extracted by the force alignment procedure, in the
learning and enhancement parts for comparative evaluations.
D. Excitation Mapping
The phone-dependent variability of tissue conduction cre-
ates frequency selective attenuations in the TM recordings. Al-
though the spectral envelope enhancement compensates these
attenuations using the linear prediction representation, phone
and frequency dependent spectral differences still exist between
the AM and TM excitation signals. The missing spectral de-
tails of the TM excitation are observed as an important source
of degradation in the TM voice quality. Hence we model the
missing spectral details as the mismatch between the AM and
TM excitation signal that can be represented as a phone depen-
dent spectral energy difference (SED) vector. Then we train a
probabilistic mapping from the observable TM spectral features
to the phone dependent SED representation.
Let us first define the spectral band energy vector for the
representation of the excitation spectra as
(16)
where is the number of spectral bands, is the -point
DFT of the excitation signal, and is the window function for
spectral band . The window function is defined as
(17)
where is the -th center frequency index and is the -th
triangular filter for with and
, which are taken as boundary frequency indexes.
Then the spectral energy difference (SED) between AM and
TM excitation signals is defined as
(18)
Note that the SED vector is defined as the hidden source for the
excitation mapping
(19)
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We use the LSF feature set , the estimated LSF feature set
and excitation cepstrum as the observable sources
(20)
where the excitation cepstrum is defined as the discrete cosine
transform of the spectral band energy of TM excitation
(21)
We construct phone-dependent estimators for the SED vector
using only the TM spectra and only the excitation cepstrum re-
spectively as the observable sources
(22)
(23)
and with both the TM spectra and the excitation cepstrum as the
observable sources
(24)
Likewise in (14), it is possible to define a phone-independent
mapping with the TM spectra and the excitation cepstrum as
(25)
We also consider the enhanced TM spectra, that is the estimated
AM spectral envelope representation , as a possible observ-
able source, and construct the following SED estimator
(26)
Finally we define a fusion mapping for the SED estimation over
the above four observable sources as defined in (12)
(27)
Once we get the estimated SED vector , the enhanced TM ex-
citation spectra can be extracted as
(28)
where the boundary SED values are taken as and
. Furthermore, the enhanced TM excitation signal
can be reconstructed by overlap-and-add of the inverse DTF of
the enhanced excitation spectra .
III. ENHANCEMENT EXPERIMENTS
We perform experiments on a synchronous TM and AM
database which consists of 799 phonetically-balanced sen-
tences from one male speaker at 16-kHz sampling rate. An
IASUS-GP3 headset and Sony condenser tie-pin microphone
are used for the TM and AM respectively. Experimental eval-
uations are performed through 10-fold cross validation. That
is, we use 90% of the database in the learning phase and the
remaining 10% of the database is used in the enhancement
TABLE I
THE TURKISH METUBET PHONETIC ALPHABET
WITH 8 ARTICULATION ATTRIBUTES
evaluations. This procedure is repeated ten times to cover all
the database in the enhancement evaluations.
In this study, spectral envelope is represented with the line
spectrum frequency (LSF) parametrization of the linear pre-
diction filter and excitation spectra are extracted with the short
time Fourier transform (STFT). The spectral representations
are extracted as 16-th order linear prediction filters over 30 ms
Hamming windows with 10 ms frame shifts. For the short
time Fourier transform (STFT), we again use 30 ms Hamming
analysis windows over 10 ms frames.
In the experimental evaluations we consider two different
phone contexts: the true and likely phone contexts. The true
phone context, , is extracted by phonetic transcription
and considered as the most informative upper bound for the
phone-dependent models. The phonetic transcription is per-
formed using the Turkish phonetic dictionary METUbet [37]
and the phone level alignment is performed using forced-align-
ment and visual inspection. The METUbet phonetic alphabet
is given in Table I, where phones are categorized into 8 dif-
ferent manner of articulations. The likely phone context, ,
is decoded by an HMM-based phoneme recognition system
over the observable source , that is, the TM database. The
HMM-based phoneme recognition is performed with a 3-state
and 256-mixture density phone level HMM recognizer, which
is trained over recordings of 11 male speakers of the TM
database in [18]. The average phone recognition performance
is obtained as 62.22%.
A. Objective Evaluations
Evaluations of the TM speech enhancement are performed
with three distinct objective metrics: the logarithmic spectral
distortion (LSD), the perceptual evaluation of wide-band speech
quality (PESQ) and the mean-squared error (MSE). The LSD is
a widely used metric for spectral envelope quality assessment.
It is also symmetric, unlike the Itakura-Saito metric. The LSD
metric assesses the quality of the estimated spectral envelope
with respect to the original spectra, and is defined as,
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Fig. 3. Average LSD scores of the proposed spectral envelope mapping
schemes.
where and represent the original and estimated
acoustic spectral envelopes, respectively. The ITU-T Standard
PESQ [38] is employed as the second objective metric to eval-
uate the perceptual quality of the enhanced TM speech signal
compared to the reference AM target. The PESQ algorithm pre-
dicts opinion scores of a degraded speech sample in (0, 5) range,
where higher score indicates better quality. We also consid-
ered the MSE metric to evaluate estimated SED features since
GMMmapping aims to minimize the mean-squared error in the
estimation. TheMSEmetric for the SED features can be defined
as,
(29)
1) Spectral Envelope Enhancement Experiments:
Fig. 3 presents the average LSD scores between the estimated
filter and the original acoustic filter . The
best performing scheme is observed as the phone-dependent
mapping when the true phone context is known, , as
defined in (15). On the other hand the phone-independent
mapping has the lowest performance. The phone-depen-
dent mapping with the likely phone context performs
better than the phone-independent mapping but remains
lower than the mapping, which is considered as
the most informative upper bound for the phone-dependent
models. In general we can argue that the phone-independent
GMM mapping creates over-smoothing in the estimation and
furthermore defining a phone context for the GMM mapping
improves estimation performance.
We can synthesize an enhanced speech signal using the
estimated spectral envelopes and acoustic or throat excitation
signals. Fig. 4 presents average PESQ scores between the
enhanced, , and original, , recordings. There are two im-
portant observations in these results: (i) Better excitation, ,
delivers better PESQ scores, and (ii) the true, , and likely,
, phone contexts perform better than the phone-independent
mapping; their PESQ performances are close to each other and
they deliver better improvement with the better excitation .
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Fig. 4. Average PESQ scores of the proposed spectral envelope mapping
schemes with the acoustic and throat excitation signals.
TABLE II
AVERAGE PESQ SCORES FOR ALL POSSIBLE SYNTHESIS SCENARIOS
OF THE TM AND AM REPRESENTATIONS
2) Excitation Enhancement Experiments: We first investigate
possible worst and best achievable case scenarios for the en-
hancement of the TM recordings when the AM speech is avail-
able. Table II presents average PESQ scores with the reference
AM target for all possible synthesis scenarios of the TM andAM
representations. As expected, the ( ) synthesis, equiva-
lently TM recordings, and the ( ) synthesis, equivalently
AM recordings, have respectively the lowest and highest av-
erage PESQ scores. On the other hand, the TM envelope and
AM excitation, ( ), synthesis delivers higher PESQ score
than the AM envelope and TM excitation, ( ), synthesis.
This observation sets the importance of TM excitation enhance-
ment for the perceived quality of the speech signal.
Note that in the processing of excitation signals, a 2048-point
DFT is used over 30 ms Hamming-windowed excitation sig-
nals with a frame shift of 10 ms. The enhanced excitation
signal, , is reconstructed from the spectrum, , with
inverse DFT and overlap-and-add schemes. In order to set the
number of center frequencies, , in (17), we evaluate average
PESQ performance of the ( ) synthesis for varying
number of Mel and linear scale bands in Fig. 5. Although
the average PESQ performances for the Mel and linear scale
bands meet over bands, the Mel scale has significant
performance advantage under number of bands. Hence
we set Mel scaled bands in our excitation enhancement
evaluations.
As a second task in excitation enhancement we evaluate the
MSE performances of the proposed SED estimation schemes.
Fig. 6 presents the average MSE between estimated and orig-
inal SED feature vectors. Note that the fusion mapping
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Fig. 5. Average PESQ performance of the ( ) synthesis for
varying number of Mel and linear scale bands.
Fig. 6. Average MSE between estimated and original SED feature vectors for
the proposed excitation mapping schemes.
has the lowest MSE. Furthermore the phone-dependent map-
ping with excitation cepstrum and TM spectra, , does
better than the phone-dependent mapping with excitation cep-
strum and estimated AM spectra, .
As a third task in excitation enhancement we evaluate the
PESQ performance of the enhanced TM speech. In this evalua-
tion spectral envelope enhancement is fixed to the map-
ping. In Fig. 7, average PESQ performances of the proposed
excitation enhancement are presented for the true and likely
phone contexts. Note that worst to best PESQ performance
ordering for the mappings are same with the MSE performance
ordering as in Fig. 6. The best performance is observed in the
fusion mapping for both true and likely phone contexts in the
and mappings, respectively. The true and likely
phone contexts have similar tendencies; the fusion mappings
bring significant PESQ improvements in both. Overall the ex-
citation enhancement attains 30% average PESQ improvement
from envelope only enhancement ( ) to envelope and
excitation enhancement ( ) of the TM speech.
The fourth task in excitation enhancement is to check PESQ
performance of the enhanced speech in isolation of the proposed
excitation enhancement schemes. For this purpose we set the
spectral envelope from TM or AM recordings and evaluate con-
tribution of the proposed excitation enhancement schemes to
Fig. 7. Average PESQ performances of the proposed excitation mapping
schemes with true and likely phone contexts when the envelope mapping is
.
Fig. 8. Average PESQ performances of enhancement in isolation of the pro-
posed excitation mapping schemes.
the perceived speech quality. The average PESQ performances
are presented in Fig. 8 and they also deliver possible lower and
upper bound PESQ improvements of the excitation enhance-
ment. In this investigation we also consider phone-independent
mapping for the SED feature, which is observed to per-
form significantly worse than the phone-dependent mappings.
Also note that the fusion mapping introduces higher im-
provement with the better spectral envelope mapping .
Finally we investigate performance of the spectral enve-
lope and excitation mapping schemes on different phonetic
attributes, including nasals, unrounded and rounded vowels,
stops, liquids, fricatives, affricates and glides, which are re-
ported in Table III. The spectral envelope mapping is evaluated
with the LSD performance between and . On the
other hand, the excitation mapping is evaluated with the MSE
performance between the original and synthesized SED vectors
using the fusion mapping, . As it was discussed earlier
in the introduction, certain phonetic attributes are more robust
with the TM and some others suffer more in terms of signal
characterization and perceived quality. In Table III the smallest
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TABLE III
AVERAGE LSD AND MSE PERFORMANCES AND OCCURRENCE FREQUENCIES
OF DIFFERENT PHONETIC ATTRIBUTES
Fig. 9. Spectral envelope samples of nasal /m/ and affricate /c/ using the TM,
AM and enhanced spectral envelope representations.
degradation is observed in nasal sounds, and affricates have
the largest distortion. This characteristic was synchronously
observed by the LSD and MSE performances for the envelope
and excitation mappings, respectively. On the other hand, while
liquids and rounded vowels suffer more with the envelope
mapping, stops suffer more with the excitation mapping.
Fig. 9 presents sample envelope spectra for nasal /m/ and af-
fricate /c/ sounds where AM and TM envelope spectra together
with the estimated envelope spectra of the proposed phone-de-
pendent mapping are presented. Note that the estimated
spectra match closely to the low-frequency acoustic envelopes
of both nasal and affricate sounds; however it does better in
matching the high-frequency envelope in nasal compared to af-
fricate sound.
We also present the box plots to visualize statistical distri-
bution of the SED features for nasals and affricates in Fig. 10.
The box plot depicts minimum, first quartile, median, third quar-
tile, and maximum of the data. Note that SED features deviate
along frequency bands and the range of deviation is much higher
for the affricates, which makes estimation of excitation for af-
fricates harder compared to nasals.
B. Subjective Evaluations
We performed a subjective A/B comparison test to mea-
sure the perceived quality of the proposed TM enhancement
Fig. 10. Box plot of the SED features for nasals and affricates.
TABLE IV
THE AVERAGE PREFERENCE RESULTS OF THE SUBJECTIVE
A/B PAIR COMPARISON TEST
schemes. During the tests, the subjects are asked to indicate
their preference for each of given A/B test pair sentences on
a scale of , where the scale corresponds to
strongly prefer A, prefer A, no preference, prefer B, and strongly
prefer B, respectively. We include the AM, TM and six of
the proposed enhancement configurations, and 20 comparison
pairs into the A/B test. Then 30 randomly selected sentence
pairs have been used in the test and the test is performed over
15 subjects. The eight conditions are numbered and the average
preference scores for all comparison pairs are presented in
Table IV. Note that the columns and the rows of Table IV cor-
respond to A and B of the A/B pairs, respectively. Also, the
average preference scores that tend to favor B are given in bold
to ease visual inspection.
The first two conditions and are re-
spectively the TM and AM speech. Conditions 3, 4 and 5 are
the proposed phone-dependent mappings and they only differ
by their excitation mappings. Condition 3 is ,
where SED features are estimated from the excitation cepstrum
and LSF observations of TM. Condition 4 is ,
where SED features are estimated from the LSF observations of
TM. Condition 5 is and it has the proposed fu-
sion mapping for the excitation as defined in (12). Furthermore,
Condition 6 is the phone-independent mapping .
Condition 7 is and it uses the original TM spectral
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envelope with the enhanced excitation spectrum. Finally con-
dition 8 is and it uses the original TM excitation
with the enhanced spectral envelope.
The TM speech, condition 1, is compared to all other con-
ditions, and it is strongly not preferred for all conditions. The
AM speech, condition 2, is compared to four of the conditions
excluding itself, and it is preferred for all conditions. The pro-
posed phone-dependent fusion mapping for excitation with the
best blind spectral envelope enhancement, condition 5, is pre-
ferred over all conditions except the AM speech. The phone-in-
dependent mapping, condition 6, has poor preference results
as referenced to the AM speech with and to the pro-
posed phone-dependent fusion mapping with . Likewise
the results given Table II, enhancement of excitation without
any spectral envelope mapping, condition 7, has more contribu-
tion to the quality of speech than enhancement of spectral enve-
lope without any excitation mapping, condition 8, when com-
pared to the TM speech. Furthermore, phone-dependent map-
pings in conditions 3 and 4 exhibit preference scores in line with
the objective scores that we present in Fig. 7. Speech samples
from the listening tests are also available online [39].
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we developed an enhancement system for the
TM recordings through source and filter separation. We extract
GMM-based statistical mappings for enhancement of the spec-
tral envelope and excitation signals over parallel recordings
of AM and TM recordings. We investigate phone-dependent
mappings to address the phone-dependent variability of tissue
conduction with TM recordings, and we report significant
performance improvements with the phone-dependent models
over phone-independent models. In subjective evaluations
the proposed phone-dependent enhancement, ( ),
has been preferred over the phone-independent enhancement,
( ), with preference score , while in the same
test the AM speech has been preferred over the phone-indepen-
dent enhancement with preference score . Furthermore,
in this paper we introduce a novel excitation enhancement
structure, and in subjective evaluations the proposed phone-de-
pendent enhancement, ( ), has been preferred over
the envelope-only enhancement, ( ), with preference
score 1.50. These two observations from the subjective eval-
uations are also synchronously supported with the objective
evaluation results in terms of the PESQ, LSD and MSE metrics.
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